A nomogram f o r the solution of Thornthwaite's empi rival relationships among mean nlorlthly temperature, latitude, and potential evapotranspiration is constructed. Zn the form of alignment charts, the nomogram is simple to use and has the added advantages of the temperature scale being labeled in both degrees Celsius and degrees Fahrenheit ant1 of the potential evapotranspiration scale being labeled in both centimeters and inches.
INTRODUCTION
Potential evapotranspiration is defined a.s the anmunt of water that would be evaporated from the ground or be transpired by the vegetation if there were no shortage of water at any time during the period of observation. The concept has proven to be : L valuable tool in the, classification of climates as well as in the computation of water balances [ 11, [ 21, [ 31. Thornthwaite [4] found a n empirical relationship among the mean monthly tenlperatures, the latitude of the location, and the potential evapotrallspirat,ion. The determination of the latter involves the use of two tables and a nomogram and is rather time consunling, especially if series of years for different locations hare to be computed.
The nomogram presente(1 here I I XS tllr result of tile desire to have a fast, accurate, and convenirllt metllotl to determine the potential eval'Otl.:tnspil.ation according to Thornthwaite's method. T l~e 11l:muscript \vas ready f o~ publicatiol~ whell the autllor's attention M'RS drawn to a recent article by Palmer :~nd Havens [5] , dealing with the same subject. The alignnlent charts described in the present paper are easier t,o use and either alo~le or in cornbination with the graphiwl tec.hnique of 1';tlmer and Havens will expedite tlle conlpntntions of potential evs~potraasy)iratio~~. 
Third, E must be multiplied by a factor for daylight ( f ) , adjusting P to the mean possible duration of sunlight in each mohth of the ye'ar. This factor depends on the latitude of the location. The heat index ( J ) can be computed from Thornthwaite's [4] Such a scale is presented at the top of figure 1. By adding the i's for each of the twelve months of the year J is determined. This complet,es the first step.
The second step involves the use of equation (1) which, if we take logarithms and put a = F ( J ) , becomes: log E-log l.A=F(J) log lot-F(J) log J. (3) Tllis equat,ion can be simplified t,o:
1)s ignoring the constant log 1.6, putting 10t=t' and P ( J ) log J = F' ( J ) . Equation (4) in determinant form is :
Finally the potentia1 evapotranspiration ( P E ) is cal-
culated according to :
The computation of potential evapotr:lllspiratio11.at,iolL :tccording to Thornthmde's [4] formula consists of three steps. First, the heat index ( J ) has to be found for t,he year and consists of the summation of 12 monthly indices (i), where i= ( t/5)1.514 and t= the mean temperature of wit11 k, 77% and 12 constants. the month in "C. Second, the unadjusted potent,ial evapotranspipation ( E ) must. be computet1 according to the formula :
For the purpose of constructing the nomogram the dewhich can be writt,en : (5) PlF'(J) + p z + p 3 P ( J ) q1F'(J) + q z + p 3 F ( J )
=o. (9) Inspection shows that it is permissible to put p2=pJ=p1 =q3=r1=0, but p,, p2, r z , and r 3 must be non-zero. Therefore : -p,log E 4 2 rz p,logt' 0 r 3 p l P ' ( J ) qz r 2 + r 3 P ( J ) =o (10) in which r, may be equal to r3. By multiplying each row by the reciprocal of its element in the third column, ignoring subscripts, rearranging, and inserting the constant, log 1.6, we find the parametric equations:
The nomogram can now be constructed and consists of two parallel logarithmic scales of equal modulus ruming in opposite direction and a third line not parallel to these. The slanted line is not straight b'ecause F ( J ) is a polynomial. Ho'wever, within the range of J's for which Thornthwaite's formula has proven to give adequate results, the line is straight, except for slight curve's below J = 10 and above J = 160. Below J = 5 the line aplm~aclles zero asymptotically toward o,= (1/1.49239) ( q / r ) since by equation (2), P ( J ) =0.49239 when J= 0 ; and above J=160 the line curves similarly toward xl=O. Between J= 10 and J = 160 the slope of the J line is determined by t=26.5" C. on the t scale and E=13.5 cm. on the E' scale. At this temperature E is 13.5 cm. regardless of index, For E= 1.6 cm., equation (3) becomes :
which, for P ( J ) # 0, gives log J = l o g lot. The t scale can therefore be used to find the J's on the sloping line by connecting 1.6 cm. on the E scale with the different values (in cm.) on the t scale. For temperatures above 26.5" C. (79.7" F.) values of E are given by Thornthwaite [4] . These are added to the E scale above 13.5 as indioated in figure 1 .
A convenient size of nomogram is obtained by making the distanqe between two vertical scales q/r=17 cm. and the length of one logarithmic cycle on the vertical lines p/r= 12.5 cm. I n order to find the actual pot.entia1 evapotranspiration a second nomogram is added to the first. Determinant ( 7 ) becomes with moduli 12.5 for t,he h' line and 10 for the Speed and accuracy both are increased even more if the nonlogram is drawn on "hard board?' or similar material. It can then be equipped with a system of pins and slots (for an illustration, see [7] ). The J and the pivot line shoultl be grooved. A pin is fastened at the appropriate place on the J line. A slotted transparent arm is made to slide over this pin and is connected via a sliding pin on the pivot line with another transparent arm. When the left arm is placed on the appropriate place on the t line, the pin on the pivot line slides automatically into the right position and the right arm can be placed immediately on the proper place along tjhe f line to obtain the PE.
The f values depend on the month of the year and the latitude of the location. They must be obtained from tables as published by Thornthwaite It is, therefore, convenient to mark the f values belonging to the latitude of the station, or stations, before taking a series of readings. As an example the mean temperature for May in Bridgeton, X..J., is 17.5" C.; J=58.3; f , taken from Thornthwaite's table, is 1.23 at latitude 39" N.; ant1 the PE is read to be 9.2 cm., as illustrated in figure 1. 
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